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Abstract: Sample data plays an important role in land cover (LC) map validation.
Traditionally, they are collected through field survey or image interpretation, either of which
is costly, labor-intensive and time-consuming. In recent years, massive geo-tagged texts are
emerging on the web and they contain valuable information for LC map validation. However,
this kind of special textual data has seldom been analyzed and used for supporting LC map
validation. This paper examines the potential of geo-tagged web texts as a new cost-free sample
data source to assist LC map validation and proposes an active data collection approach. The
proposed approach uses a customized deep web crawler to search for geo-tagged web texts
based on land cover-related keywords and string-based rules matching. A data
transformation based on buffer analysis is then performed to convert the collected web texts
into LC sample data. Using three provinces and three municipalities directly under the
Central Government in China as study areas, geo-tagged web texts were collected to validate
artificial surface class of China’s 30-meter global land cover datasets (GlobeLand30-2010).
A total of 6283 geo-tagged web texts were collected at a speed of 0.58 texts per second. The
collected texts about built-up areas were transformed into sample data. User’s accuracy of
82.2% was achieved, which is close to that derived from formal expert validation. The
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preliminary results show that geo-tagged web texts are valuable ancillary data for LC map
validation and the proposed approach can improve the efficiency of sample data collection.
Keywords: sample data; land cover; validation; deep web crawler; geo-tagged web texts

1. Introduction
Land cover (LC) map validation requires reliable sample data, which describes the land cover type,
spatial coverage, geographic locations, collecting time as well as other factors [1–4]. In general, sample
data is collected through field surveys, existing land cover maps, or interpretation of remotely sensed
images [5–11]. These traditional methods are costly, labor-intensive and time-consuming tasks [2,6,8,12]
and are becoming even more difficult when sample data needs to be collected over a large area or the
entire earth [5,13,14]. Recently, web-based methods have been developed to enable people from
anywhere of the world to provide sampling information about their familiar regions through the web,
such as uploading geo-tagged photos or labeling the interpretation results on images for land cover map
validation [5,15–18]. These methods helped reduce the costs and operation time of LC sample data
collection to some extent. However, their success depends largely on the willingness and qualification
of volunteers, i.e., whether they have time, experience and good faith motivation to complete this kind
of non-paid work [16]. Improving the efficiency and quality of web-based sample data collection is
becoming an important research topic in the area of LC map validation.
There are rich and massive geo-tagged resources available on the web, which are provided and
published by real estate enterprises, tourist agencies and other professional organizations, as well as
volunteers [19]. With the development of geo-tagging technologies, more and more geo-tagged
resources will become available online such as geo-tagged photos, geo-tagged videos and geo-tagged
web texts [19]. They often contain valuable information about land cover type, geographic locations,
time, and other factors, which are essential for LC map validation [2,3,19]. Over the last few years,
geo-tagged photos have been used to assist in LC map validation [2,3]; however, no automatic approach
has been found to collect them. Utilizing web data mining methods (e.g., web crawler), active collection
of sample data, i.e., automatically collecting geo-tagged web resources to assist in LC map validation,
may be realized [20–24].
Developing such an active data collection approach requires extensive investigations to answer some
fundamental questions. Land cover map validation has specific requirements regarding sample data
contents [1] and the current web data mining methods may not satisfy these requirements. How to define
land cover keywords and formalize extraction rules for automatic gathering of geo-tagged web resources
and extracting of land cover type, geographic location, time and other factors become important issues
to handle first. Further, the collected raw geo-tagged text data from different sources and in different
formats usually specify the occupied area instead of spatial coverage directly, which is one of important
factors in LC map validation. How to calculate spatial coverage using the extracted occupied area and
geographic locations becomes essential for transforming the collected raw data into candidate sample
data for LC map validation.
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Among all types of geo-tagged resources over the web, more and more geo-tagged texts are emerging
on the web [2,25]. Similar to the definition of geo-tagged photos in Wikipedia, geo-tagged web texts
represent text data associated with geographic locations [26]. These data may describe land cover types
(e.g., built-up areas and wetland parks), geographic locations and building times, which are valuable
information for LC map validation. This paper attempts to examine the potential of geo-tagged web texts
as a new cost-free sample data source to help validate land cover maps and proposes an active data
collection approach. Firstly, a deep web crawler, which aims to collect web texts from deep web in
information retrieval domain [27,28], is customized for automatic collecting of geo-tagged web texts. It
uses a maximum-frequency method to define land cover keywords and the XML Path Language (XPath)
to formalize extraction rules. Secondly, GIS-based buffer analysis with occupied areas and geographic
locations derived from crawling results is used to calculate spatial coverage through a corresponding
data transformation process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work about geo-tagged
web resources, their applications, data collection and web-based sample data collection for LC map
validation. Section 3 outlines the active collection of LC sample data from deep web, including the key
technologies of deep web crawling and the data transformation process using geo-tagged web text about
built-up areas. Preliminary results are presented in Section 4, followed by some discussions in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related Works
2.1. Geo-Tagged Web Resources and Their Applications
In the era of Web 2.0, the emergence of geo-tagged web resources, such as geo-tagged photos, geo-tagged
video and geo-tagged web texts, has opened up a new world of possibilities for geographically-related
research and applications [19,29,30]. A massive amount of geo-tagged web resources is collaboratively
authored and community-contributed, and mostly generated by social media sites or networks [19].
Geographic locations of geo-tagged web resources are generally generated via hardware-based methods or
software-based methods [19,31]. Hardware-based methods mainly employ built-in Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers in mobile devices such as smart phones and digital cameras to automatically tag
geographic locations [19,20,31–33]. For example, Twitter allows users to add location information to their
tweets based on their smart phones’ geographic locations or web browsers [20]. The software-based methods
usually use geo-tagging software with map interface (i.e., Google map or Bing map) to record geographic
locations manually [19,32]. For instance, Flickr supplies a map interface on which users can “drag” their
photos to the locations where the photos were taken from [32]. In addition, triangulation with Wi-Fi signals,
cellular radio and other sensor networks also have been used to generate geographic locations [19,34].
The massive amount of geo-tagged web resources is usually considered as a good source of
knowledge discovery and has been extensively studied in many domains, such as gazetteers construction,
travel recommendations, emergency management and sociolinguistic associations etc. [20,21,30,35–39].
For instances, Gao et al. [35] extracted crowd-sourced place names from big geo-tagged web resources
using Hadoop. Majid et al. [21] and Vu et al. [40] identified semantically meaningful tourist locations
from geo-tagged photos for tourist travel recommendations. Goodchild and Glennon [37] stated that the
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location of the fire, evacuation orders, the locations of emergency shelters, and much other useful
information can be extracted from various geo-tagged web resources. Chae et al. [38] analyzed
spatiotemporal distribution of tweets to identify public behavior patterns and response planning during
natural disasters. Li et al. [20] and Eisenstein et al. [39] identified spatial, temporal and socioeconomic
patterns from Twitter and Flickr data to discover sociolinguistic associations.
In addition, some initiatives have been taken in land use or land cover to explore the use of geo-tagged
web resources for supporting land use and land cover classification and validation [2,3,22,41].
For example, Leung and Newsam [22] performed land-use classification using visual and textual features
extracted from geo-tagged photos. With the help of unsupervised learning method and spectral clustering,
Vanessa and Enrique [41] used geo-tagged tweets to automatically determine land use in urban areas by
clustering geographical regions. Foody and Boyd [3] and Estima and Painho [2] extracted cover type,
spatial coverage, geographic locations and collecting time from geo-tagged photos to validate LC map,
which will be further discussed in Section 2.3. As discussed above, only geo-tagged photos have been
used as a LC sample data source. However, geo-tagged web texts have not yet been utilized to assist in
LC map validation.
2.2. Geo-Tagged Web Resources Collection
New methods and tools are needed to collect data from an immense amount of geo-tagged web
resources because manual collection of this kind of data is both labor-intensive and time-consuming.
Currently, there are two ways to automatically collect geo-tagged web resources: using Application
Programming Interfaces (API) and using web crawling tools [42].
APIs, offered by some popular web content providers or social network sites such as Flickr and
Twitter [20–23,43], allow users’ programs to automatically obtain geo-tagged web resources and can be
readily integrated into users’ programs [21]. For instance, Li et al. [20] use Twitter’s and Flickr’s public
APIs to collect tweets and photos from 21 January 2011 to 7 March 2011 within the bounding box of
the contiguous United States for discovering sociolinguistic associations. But the public API has some
limitations imposed on rights, calling times, special policies, and so on [24,42,44]. For example, Twitter
restricts the number of tweets per API request and the limit varies based on the API used, i.e., REST
API, Search API or Streaming API. Furthermore, not every geo-tagged website such as real estate
websites provides a public API.
To overcome limitations of public APIs, web crawlers become popular tools for the collection of
geo-tagged web resources. A web crawler takes a series of seed Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) as
its input, parses the seed web pages to obtain their contents and outgoing URLs, and determines what
URLs to visit next based on certain criteria [45,46]. Web pages that are pointed by the outgoing URLs
continue to be parsed and their contents satisfying certain relevance criteria are stored in a local
repository. The above processes will continue until a desired number of web pages are obtained or local
resources (such as storage) are exhausted [45,46]. Web crawling tools can be categorized into surface
web crawler and deep web crawler according to the types of web pages found [27,47]. A surface web
crawler is usually used by general purpose search engines to collect surface web pages, such as static
web pages [47]. It parses web pages through a simple parsing engine of HTML. Therefore, it has no
ability to deal with JavaScript, dynamic pages, etc.
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In contrast, a deep web crawler aims to obtain data stored in JavaScript codes, forms, databases and
other types of dynamic pages [27,28]. It parses web pages by JavaScript parsing engine or form analyzers
together with HTML parsing engine [27,48]. Most geo-tagged websites are dynamic and part of their
contents is stored in JavaScript codes, forms and databases [23,24]. Therefore, deep web crawling is
usually used for collecting geo-tagged web resources. For example, Gao et al. [24] proposed a simulated
browser-based crawler to solve the problem of parsing JavaScript codes for collecting Sina_Micro-blog
and Tecent_Microblog, which are both geo-tagged websites. The crawler could only collect web texts,
user ID, URL and other information, but not geographic locations. Our extensive review indicates that
current deep web crawlers are not able to support requirements of LC sample data collection. A new deep
web crawler, therefore, is needed to automatically collect geo-tagged web resources for LC map validation.
2.3. Web-Based Sample Data Collection for Land Cover Map Validation
With the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, some efforts have been made on developing in methods for
collecting LC sample data over the web [5,15–17,49,50]. These efforts focus on two fronts: new cost-free
sample data sources and collaborative volunteer-based collection methods. New data sources, such as
volunteered geo-tagged photos posted on the web [2,3], have been explored for LC data validation.
For instances, Foody and Boyd [3] used geo-tagged photos as sample data to validate the Globcover
map’s representation of tropical forest in West Africa. These geo-tagged photos were collected from a
web-based collaborative project and interpreted by four volunteers. Estima and Painho [2] conducted a
preliminary analysis of the adequacy of Flickr photos as a cost-free sample data source for validating the
land use and land cover databases production. Comparing with field survey and desktop-based visual
interpretation methods, these methods have lower costs because of the cost-free geo-tagged photos;
however, time still needs to be spent on manual, laborious process of interpreting geo-tagged photos.
The collaborative volunteer-based methods require volunteers with local knowledge from any region
of the world to upload their own geo-tagged photos or to collaboratively interpret images about their
familiar regions over the web to support LC map validation [5,15–18]. The developments of three
projects and/or systems are worth mentioning here. The first one is a Degree Confluence Project aiming
at collecting geo-tagged photos from all the degree confluences by volunteers. It demonstrates the
usefulness of geo-tagged photos for validating land cover maps [3,5], and has similar advantages and
disadvantages discussed in the previous paragraph. The second one is the Virtual Interpretation of
Earth Web-Interface Tool (VIEW-IT) [15]. It is a collaborative browser-based tool for sample data
collection through interpreting high resolution satellite images in a crowd-sourcing manner [15].
The last one is Geo-Wiki, which is a collaborative volunteer-based tool to improve global LC map
validation accuracy [16,17]. Geo-Wiki allows volunteers to upload or interpret various images,
and it also can load pre-existing geo-tagged photos in Panoramio (a geolocation-oriented photo sharing
website) and the Degrees Confluence Project web site [16]. Comparing with field survey and desktop-based
visual interpretation methods, the collaborative volunteer-based methods have lower costs and shorter
operation times, because volunteers usually make free contributions and their collaborative operation
can help accelerate the interpretation process, especially for interpreting their familiar regions [15,16].
However, the collaborative volunteer-based methods also require efforts on interpreting images and may
expect delays depending on how quickly volunteers make their contributions. In other words, this kind
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of method is “passive” in the sense that collection of geo-tagged web resources required for assisting
timely LC map validation may not be possible. It is for these reasons that the active collection of sample
data becomes very important.
3. Methodology
Previous discussions and analyses conclude that geo-tagged web texts have not already been used to
assist in LC map validation. To bridge this gap, this paper takes geo-tagged web texts about built-up
areas for example to demonstrate that geo-tagged web texts have potential to become another new cost-free
sample data source and can be actively collected to assist in LC map validation. The following presents
frameworks of active collection of geo-tagged texts and web crawlers as well as how to transform
geo-tagged web texts into sample data.
3.1. Conceptual Framework of Active Collection from Geo-Tagged Web Texts
According to the aforementioned analysis, geo-tagged web texts have not already been used to assist
land cover map validation. To reach the goal, this paper takes geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas,
for example, to demonstrate that geo-tagged web texts have the potential to become another new cost-free
sample data source and can be actively collected to assist land cover map validation.
There are a huge amount of geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas in numerous real estate websites
in China [51]. Although they are scattered everywhere on the web with different formats and provided
by different organizations or people, they still share some common contents and structural characteristics.
In terms of content, all geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas contain building names, building times,
occupied areas, transport, geographic locations, and other descriptions. For simplicity, all of the above
content except for the geographic location are collectively named as topic information in this study.
Topic information is expressed in the form of Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), while the
corresponding geographic location is represented as map annotation and actual latitudes/longitudes that
are hidden in JavaScript codes, as shown in the red box of Figure 1. In computer science, data stored in
JavaScript codes, databases, forms, dynamic pages, and other types of objects are a part of deep web [27,28].
In other words, geographic locations of geo-tagged web texts belong to the deep web, which is the reason
why this study selected deep web crawler to actively collect geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas.

Figure 1. Example JavaScript codes with a built-up area from the SouFun website.
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One of the most important characteristics of geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas is their direct
or indirect accordance with the content of sample data for LC map validation. As mentioned in Section 1,
any data that mainly contains land cover type, spatial coverage, geographic location and collecting time
may serve as candidate sample data. In geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas, land cover types can
be automatically identified through keyword matching instead of image interpretation. For instance,
built-up areas belong to artificial surfaces [9]. In addition, the occupied area of a built-up area can be
used to determine whether the built-up area is uniform with minimum spatial coverage and its building
time corresponds to collecting time. In general, one sample data should have several geographic
locations, such as north, south, east and west locations in the Degree Confluence Project [5,16], whereas
only one geographic location is labeled for built-up areas. Fortunately, GIS buffer analysis may help
handle the difference in the numbers of geographic locations [52], where the occupied area and
geographic location of the built-up areas are used to deduce the radius and center of the buffer. As such,
geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas can serve as a candidate sample data source.
According to the characteristics of geo-tagged web texts, the objective of this paper is to actively
collect geo-tagged web texts as a new cost-free sample data source to assist LC map validation.
Figure 2 summarizes the conceptual framework of the active sample data collection, of which the deep
web crawler and the data transformation process are two main modules of the proposed approach in the
red box. Firstly, geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas are actively collected via a proposed deep
web crawler. Referring to sample data requirements, the proposed deep web crawler should define
topical keywords and formalize extraction rules to automatically collect and extract contents of geo-tagged
web texts. Secondly, a data transformation process using GIS-based buffer analysis is performed to
bridge the gap between geo-tagged web texts and candidate sample data, because the collected geo-tagged
web texts may not directly meet sample data requirements. Finally, the transformed candidate sample
data is used for LC map validation. The advantages of the proposed approach are twofold: (1) more
efficient data collection due to the nature accordance of geo-tagged text contents with the content of
sample data, without performing image interpretation; and (2) more active and automatic sample data
collection using a deep web crawler.

Figure 2. The conceptual framework of active sample data collection.
3.2. Deep Web Crawler for Geo-Tagged Web Texts
As mentioned in Section 3.1, geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas contain topic information and
geographic location information. To obtain these data, the study proposes a deep web crawler to collect
topic information and geographic locations. Figure 3 illustrates the crawling process realized by the
proposed deep web crawler.
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Similar to surface web crawlers, the proposed deep web crawler is given some seed URLs as initial
values, and is followed by fetching web pages of seed URLs to extract topical URLs based on rule
matching. These topical URLs, whose corresponding web pages may contain topical information,
are stored in a topical URL queue. Next, two interconnected cycles run with topical URLs. The first one
employs a HTML parsing engine together with some rules to extract topic information. The extracted
topic information is stored in a topic database. In addition, topical URLs are also extracted in this cycle.
Another cycle aims to extract geographic locations of geo-tagged web texts. Unlike the first cycle, it
firstly utilizes JavaScript parsing engine and keywords of geographic locations to parse web pages of
topical URLs. If geographic locations are obtained from JavaScript codes in the web pages, geographic
locations are stored in the geographic database. Otherwise, map URL, whose corresponding web page
contains geographic locations, is extracted from the page using keyword matching. Afterwards,
geographic locations will be extracted by using JavaScript parsing engine and the keywords of the
geographic locations. The two cycles continue running until the topical URL queue becomes empty or
other conditions are met. Finally, the topic database and geographic database are combined into a
database of geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas through the same topical URL.

Figure 3. The framework of the proposed deep web crawler.
Two rule bases are utilized to extract topical URLs and topic information, as shown in Figure 3.
The two rule bases are constructed based on HTML structures of websites. They are formalized with
XML Path Language (XPath). Occupied area, for instance, is defined in the structure of
“<div class=’lineheight’><strong> occupied area:</strong>XX square meters …</div>” in the website of
SouFun, and the rule used to extract occupied area is “//div[@class='besic_inform']//td//strong|//div
[@class='lineheight']//strong” based on XPath grammars.
In addition, two kinds of keywords are utilized to extract geographic locations and map URLs.
The first kind is the keywords of geographic locations and they are extracted by analyzing their context
words in JavaScript codes commonly used in real estate websites. The extracted keywords of geographic
locations include “x”, “y”, “lat”, “lng”, “initLat”, “initLng”, “coordx”, “coordy”, “longitude” and
“latitude”. Keywords “x”, “lng”, “initLng”, “coordx” and “longitude” correspond to longitude of
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geographic location; whereas keywords “y”, “lat”, “initLat”, “coordy” and “latitude” represent latitude
of geographic location. This paper exploits a maximum-frequency method, in which keywords are
selected through descending order of term frequency in candidate words [46], to obtain the second kind
of keywords of maps URLs. By doing so, the candidate words are extracted from map URLs and their
anchor text from most real estate websites. In this paper, only the word “map” is selected as the keyword
of map URLs due to its maximum frequency.
3.3. Data Transformation Process Using GIS Buffer Analysis
Geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas have some differences with other types of sample data
sources, such as geo-tagged photos, aerial photographs and satellite images. One difference is that
geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas do not rely on image interpretation. Another is the fact that
there is only one geographic location labeled. In other words, the collected geo-tagged web texts cannot
be directly used as sample data, and, thus, a data transformation process based on buffer analysis is
developed to transform the collected raw texts into sample data (see Figure 4). The data transformation
process mainly consists of the following steps:
(1) Geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas are collected by the proposed deep web crawler
described in Section 3.1.
(2) The collected geo-tagged web texts are filtered to remove undesired texts according to some
spatial and temporal restrictions of LC maps. For example, if geo-tagged web texts are not
uniform with minimum spatial coverage and temporal coverage of LC maps, they should
be discarded.
(3) GIS buffer analysis is exploited to obtain reference zones, which in turn transform the rest of
geo-tagged web texts to candidate sample data, as discussed in Section 3.1.
(4) The pixel comparison is conducted to validate the accuracy of the LC maps. Details of pixel
comparison are introduced in the following sections.

Figure 4. Data transformation process using GIS buffer analysis.
It is assumed that all built-up areas are squares in order to simplify GIS buffer analysis. Based on this
assumption, five square buffer zones are designed, as shown in Figure 5. In these buffer zones,
the geographic location of any geo-tagged web text has five possible locations, including (1) center;
(2) upper left; (3) bottom right; (4) bottom left; and (5) upper right. In addition, the occupied area, which
refers to the horizontal projection area of the land possessed or used by the built-up area and is collected
from the web, can be used to deduce buffer radius by Equation (1). The unit of buffer radius is meter
because the unit of the occupied area is usually square meter. However, the unit of pixel in land cover
map often is longitude/latitude. Hence, a unit conversion is necessary to convert the meter to
longitude/latitude in advance. Based on the geometric principles of squares, if one point location and the
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difference value between center points and other four directional points are known, the rest four points
will be automatically obtained by a simple adding or subtracting. In this study, the differences in
longitude and latitude between center point and other four directional points can be deduced from
Equations (2) and (3), respectively.
area
2

(1)

r × 180
π× R

(2)

r × 180
π × R × Cos(lat )

(3)

r=
Δ ln g =

Δlat =

where r represents buffer radius, area denotes occupied area. Variables Δlng and Δlat represent the
difference in longitude and latitude, respectively. π is the circular constant. Variable R represents earth
radius which is set to 6,400,000 m [53,54]. Variable lat represents the latitude of the known points.

Figure 5. The five buffer zones. (a) Center; (b) Upper left; (c) Bottom right; (d) Bottom left;
(e) Upper right.
As for pixel comparison, the pixel rate of artificial surfaces, which represents the fraction of pixels
about artificial surfaces in all pixels in a reference zone, is first calculated by Equation (4). Five pixel
rates can be obtained as every geo-tagged web text has five buffer zones. This study selects the maximum
value of these five pixel rates as its final value. After that, the land cover types of geo-tagged web texts
in land cover map are identified. The identification process is as follows: if the final pixel rate is greater
than or equal to a given threshold, the geo-tagged web text is correctly identified as artificial surfaces;
otherwise, the geo-tagged web text deems to be misidentified. Finally, user’s accuracy, which refers to
the probability that a sample point is correctly labeled as a certain land cover class in the map, is
described as Equation (5) in this study [4].
pr =

N as
N rz

(4)

where pr is the pixel rate of artificial surfaces, Nas and Nrz represent the number of pixel about artificial
surfaces and the total number of pixel in the reference zone, respectively.
u=

CR
× 100%
TC

(5)

where variables of u, CR, and TC denote user’s accuracy, the number of geo-tagged web texts correctly
identified and the total number of geo-tagged web texts, respectively.
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4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Experimental Data and Study Area
Six experiments were carried out on the land cover map of GlobeLand30-2010 to evaluate
the performance of the proposed approach. The test data sets are available from website
http://www.globeland30.org [9]. GlobeLand30 is the products of China’s global land cover mapping
project with 30-m resolution [9,55]. It provides global coverage for the years 2000 and 2010 with an
overall accuracy of 80% or better [9,55]. In addition, GlobeLand30 adopts a classification scheme
consisting of 10 first-level classes, including water bodies, wetland, artificial surfaces, cultivated land,
permanent snow/ice, forest, shrubland, grassland, bareland and tundra [9]. The experiments only focus
on artificial surfaces in the baseline year 2010 about GlobeLand30. The preliminary user’s accuracy of
artificial surfaces in the baseline year 2010 is 86.7%, validated by third-party experts [9]. Their sample
data was collected by intensive field survey and interpretation of high-resolution images [9].
In this study, geo-tagged web texts were collected only from the website of SouFun Holdings Ltd.
(Shijiazhuang, China), which operates one of the leading real estate web portals in China. The study area
covers 37 cities located in Liaoning, Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong, Shanghai and Shanxi in China.
For simplicity, these 37 cities were subdivided into six areas according to the administrative division of
China in the experiments.
4.2. Results of Deep Web Crawler
The prototype deep web crawler was developed based on the Microsoft NET framework 3.5 with
C Sharp programming language. In the prototype, the Microsoft ScriptControl was adopted to serve as
JavaScript parsing engine. The prototype was then deployed on a desktop computer that has an Intel Pentium
4 CPU, 3.20 GHZ and 1 GB RAM with 6 MB bandwidth Internet connection. Table 1 reports 37 seed URLs
used in the first experiments. The corresponding collection results and efficiency are given in Table 2.
Table 1. Seed Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) of the six experiments.
Study Areas

Liaoning

Seed URLs
http://newhouse.sy.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.fushun.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.yk.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.benxi.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.chaoyang.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.panjin.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.dandong.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.fuxin.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.huludao.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.liaoyang.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.tieling.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.anshan.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
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Table 1. Cont.

Study Areas
Beijing
Tianjin

Shandong

Shanghai

Shanxi

Seed URLs
http://newhouse.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.tj.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.jn.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.binzhou.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.dz.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.dy.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.heze.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.jining.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.lc.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.linyi.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.qd.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.rz.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.taian.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.weihai.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.wf.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.yt.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.zaozhuang.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.zb.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.sh.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.baoji.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.hanzhong.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.weinan.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.xian.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.xianyang.fang.com/house/baojia.htm
http://newhouse.sxyulin.fang.com/house/baojia.htm

Table 2. Collection results and efficiency of the proposed deep web crawler.
Collected Number
Collecting Time(s)
Speed

Liaoning
1264
2022
0.63

Beijing
485
630
0.77

Tianjin
478
717
0.67

Shandong Shanghai Shanxi
2573
673
810
4640
1346
1528
0.55
0.5
0.53

Total Number
6283
10,883
0.58

As shown in Table 2, the number of geo-tagged web texts collected was 6283 in the six experiments,
which expended 10,883 s with one thread. The speed of the proposed approach ranges from 0.5 to 0.67
(geo-tagged web texts per second), with an average value of 0.58. This indicates that the change in
collecting speed is small; and thus, the efficiency of the proposed approach is robust and stable to collect
geo-tagged web texts.
Previous studies show that in general it costs a team at least several hours to collect sample data with
traditional approaches [6,15]. In contrast, the above experiments demonstrate that the proposed
approach only requires one person and costs only thousands of seconds; therefore, it reduces the costs
of labor and time comparing to those of other methods, which in turn improves the economic and
computational efficiency.
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In addition, an extra experiment was carried out to prove its ability to search multiple different
websites. Two different websites of real estate companies are used as shown in Table 3. Unlike the six
experiments above, geo-tagged web texts in the six areas were collected in one experiment, which may
make the deep web crawler access the same website frequently. Therefore, sixteen free proxy IP
addresses with four threads were used in turn in the experiment to avoid having our IP (Internet Protocol)
address banned. Table 4 reports the corresponding collection results and efficiency. In the experiment,
geo-tagged texts whose occupied area is empty were ignored, when the collected number was counted.
Table 3. Seed URLs from two different websites.
Study Areas

Liaoning

Beijing
Tianjin

Shandong

Shanghai
Shanxi

Seed URLs
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=dl#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=sy#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=fushun#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=jinzhou#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=yingkou#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/dl/search/
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/sy/search/
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=bj#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/bj/search/
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=tianjin#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/tj/search/
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=weihai#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=yantai#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=jn#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=qd#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=linyi#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/sd/search/
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/qd/search/
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=sh#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/sh/search/
http://db.house.qq.com/index.php?mod=search&city=xian#LXNob3d0eXBlXzE
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/sx/search/
http://data.house.sina.com.cn/xy/search/

As shown in Table 4, a total of 10,362 geo-tagged web texts were collected in 7002 s with four threads.
Its average speed of 0.37 is lower than that of the above experiments, because the experiment increases
the sleep time of threads, which also aims to avoid accessing the same website frequently. Therefore,
this also indicates that the efficiency of the proposed approach is robust and stable. Further, the
experiment demonstrates that the proposed deep web crawler has the ability to collect geo-tagged web
texts from different websites of real estate companies. This is because the keywords and extraction rules
used in the proposed deep web crawler are extracted and formed by analyzing various real estate websites.
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Table 4. Collection results and efficiency of the extra experiment.
Collected Number
Collecting Time(s)
Speed

Liaoning
1577

Beijing
4034

Tianjin
1202

Shandong Shanghai Shanxi
2514
2024
1711
7002
10362 / (7002 × 4) = 0.37

Total Number
10,362

4.3. Assisting Validation and Results
To evaluate the potential of geo-tagged web texts as a sample data source, the collected geo-tagged
web texts were used to validate artificial surfaces of GlobeLand30 in the baseline year 2010. The experiments
were also carried out in the above six areas according to the designed data transformation process.
Data filtering was performed to remove the incorrect geo-tagged web texts. In the experiments,
since the minimum map unit of artificial surfaces in GlobeLand30 is 8 × 8 pixels ((i.e., 240 m × 240 m)
block of 30 m, those geo-tagged web texts whose occupied areas are greater than or equal to 57,600 m2
(i.e., 240 m × 240 m) were reserved. The final numbers of reserved geo-tagged web texts between 2010
and 2015 are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Number of reserved geo-tagged web texts between 2010 and 2015.
Building Time
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Liaoning
139
168
90
58
11
0

Beijing
74
48
36
25
10
0

Tianjin
67
71
51
51
9
0

Shandong Shanghai Shanxi
282
184
80
402
91
76
178
48
85
204
46
54
25
13
17
0
1
1

On the other hand, as the temporal coverage of GlobeLand30 used in this study was the baseline
year 2010, the collected geo-tagged web texts were accordingly filtered again, which means that only
those whose building time was the year 2010 could be used to validate artificial surfaces. The numbers
of geo-tagged web texts finally used are shown in bold in Table 5. Since these geo-tagged web texts are
tagged with map datum WGS_84, the Web Map Service of GlobeLand30 with ESPG_4326 was
therefore requested. Figure 6 presents the geo-tagged web texts in the six study areas on the
GlobeLand30, and Figure 7 shows enlarged view of the geo-tagged web texts in Shanghai area.
In Figure 6, the red arrows indicate geographic location of corresponding textual label and the black
points represent geo-tagged web texts.
Once the qualified geo-tagged web texts were obtained, GIS buffer analysis and pixel comparison
were carried out subsequently. Figure 8 shows the pixel rate of artificial surfaces in reference zones and
their numbers in the six study areas. As can be seen clearly, the number of geo-tagged web texts, whose
rate value falls in interval (0.9, 1], is the most frequent in all six study areas, especially in Shandong.
Although the numbers of geo-tagged web texts do not vary much between other intervals, a threshold
line may still be drawn between interval (0.5, 1] and interval (0, 0.5] where a significant change can be
observed between the two sides of the line (see the red line in Figure 8).
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Figure 6. Distribution of geo-tagged web texts in the six study areas on GlobeLand30-2010.

Figure 7. Distribution of geo-tagged web texts in Shanghai on GlobeLand30-2010.
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Figure 8. The pixel rate of artificial surfaces in reference zone.
If the pixel rate of artificial surfaces in one reference zone is greater than or equal to 0.5,
the reference zone is most likely to be artificial surfaces. This is because GlobeLand30 has 10 classes
and based on common sense, built-up areas are often decked by plants and waters. For this reason,
the 0.5 pixel rate was set as the threshold value to identify whether or not the geo-tagged web text belongs
to artificial surfaces in GlobeLand30. In other words, if the rate is greater than or equal to 0.5, it means
that the geo-tagged web text is correctly classified; vice versa. After repeating this computation process,
the number of CR (i.e., the number of geo-tagged web texts correctly classified) and the user’s accuracy
of GlobeLand30 in the year 2010 were obtained, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. User’s accuracy of artificial surfaces in GlobeLand30-2010.
CR
TC
User’s accuracy

Liaoning
108
139
77.70%

Beijing
60
74
81.08%

Tianjin
55
67
82.09%

Shandong Shanghai
232
151
282
184
82.27%
82.07%

Shanxi
73
80
91.25%

Total Number
679
826
82.20%

It can be seen from Table 6 that in the six study areas the user’s accuracy calculated by correctly
identified geo-tagged web texts ranges from 77.70% to 91.25%. The preliminary user’s accuracy of
artificial surfaces validated by third-party experts [9] in the baseline year 2010 is 86.7%, while the
average value of the proposed approach is 82.2%, which is only 4.5% lower than the former one.
The small gap indicates that the proposed approach is comparable to the expert validation approach and,
thus, the collected geo-tagged web texts have a potential to serve as a new cost-free sample data source
to assist land cover map validation.
5. Discussions
Our experiments confirm that geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas are indeed valuable ancillary
data for land cover map validation and that the active approach based on deep web crawler is efficient,
robust and stable to collect land cover sample data.
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Certainly, our findings on using geo-tagged web texts to validate land cover map is similarly to those
of several web-based approaches and tools using geo-tagged photos to support land cover map
validation [5,15–17,49,50]. For example, Foody and Boyd [3] have confirmed the potential value of
geo-tagged photos in the Degrees of Confluence project as the useful and spatially extensive data to aid
land cover map validation. However, we used geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas rather than
geo-tagged photos as sample data to support land cover map validation, while the filed survey data,
existing land cover maps or various images are used in the traditional approaches [5–11]. One of the
challenges facing web-based approaches/tools is to attract experienced volunteers who are willing to
spend time uploading geo-tagged photos or labeling their interpretation results [16]. To meet this challege,
we developed an active approach based on a deep web crawler to automatically collect geo-tagged web
texts in other websites as sample data, while most of candidate sample data obtained from filed survey
data, existing land cover maps or various images rely on manual operation [2,6,8,12,16,17].
Although the proposed approach helps automate the task of land cover map validation, the traditional
approaches of sample data collection are still valid and necessary. Complementary to each other, they
can be used to create a good balance between efficiency and accuracy required for land cover sample
data collection. For instance, geo-tagged web texts collected by the proposed approach may be
considered as ancillary knowledge to help traditional approaches interpret images, while some types of
sample data that cannot be crawled on the web can still be collected by traditional approaches.
Despite the advantages and benefits of the proposed approach, there is still a lot of work that needs
to be done to improve the active collection approach of land cover sample data from geo-tagged web
texts, which are shown as follows:
(1) Usually, land cover map validation should be done through a rigorous sampling scheme.
However, this study just aims to demonstrate that geo-tagged web texts have the potential to
become another new cost-free sample data source, rather than to perform rigorous validation.
Therefore, sampling schemes are ignored to keep the study focused and simple. After the
sample data about other land cover types is collected from geo-tagged web texts, a rigorous
sampling scheme suitable for online validation will be integrated into the proposed approach
in the future.
(2) Only geo-tagged web texts of built-up areas were collected using the proposed approach to
validate artificial surfaces. However, an extensive verification with other land cover types
would provide more valuable insights into the proposed approach. Web texts about cultivated
land, shrubland, and tundra are difficult to find for the time being, and their occupied areas
are seldom offered by websites. Fortunately, a lot of texts about wetland, water bodies,
permanent snow/ice, forest, grassland, and bareland are geo-tagged on the web (i.e., Wikipedia
and Baidu Encyclopedia [56,57]) and their occupied areas are also offered in detail. For
instance, geographic location, occupied area and other descriptions about the wetland area of
the Pantanal can be collected from the Wikipedia website [58]. However, the content and
structural characteristics of other land cover types are different from artificial surfaces class
and their shapes are irregular, which makes the data transformation more difficult. A unified
description model for representing the land cover types of wetland, water bodies, permanent
snow/ice, forest, grassland, and bareland is under development now. Further, some new rules
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for extracting the required factors from multiple different web sources are to be summarized.
In addition, a new data transformation process will need to be designed for irregular shapes
based on minimum bounding box or convex hull in the future. As part of the long-term
research objectives of the team [59], when this work is completed, the proposed approach can
be used to collect other land cover types from different websites by simply replacing the
modules of keywords definition, extraction rules and data transformation.
(3) The quality of geo-tagged web texts directly affects land cover map validation results.
Currently, geo-tagged web texts about built-up areas used in this study are from commercial
companies, which may be credible to some extent. Except for this data source, there are also
a large number of geo-tagged web texts contributed by individual volunteers with no quality
assurance. It is difficult to assess the quality of these voluntarily contributed contents
quantitatively, but the increasing emotional comments on the content that somehow indicate
“approval” or “disapproval” may help at least measure the quality to certain extent. Future
work will include sentiment analysis of comments to assess their quality for more
accurate validation.
6. Conclusions
Geo-tagged web texts have great potential in providing valuable geo-location information.
As massive geo-tagged texts become available on the web, a natural question is how we can utilize this
vast amount of textural information to extract necessary sample data for land cover map validation.
It is for this reason that the study reported in this paper investigated an active sample data collection
approach using deep web crawling techniques to collect geo-tagged web texts to support land cover map
validation. This active collection approach consists of two steps. Firstly, a deep web crawler was
customized in terms of land cover-related keywords and string-based rule matching. The land cover-related
keywords were defined by the maximum-frequency method and the extraction rules were formalized
with the XPath Language. Secondly, a buffer analysis-based data transformation processing was
conducted to convert the collected raw web texts into land cover sample data according to some spatial
and temporal restrictions.
Experiments were conducted to collect geo-tagged web texts from the website of SouFun, the largest
real estate broker company in China, in 37 cities of three provinces and three municipalities directly under
the Central Government in China to validate the artificial surface class of GlobeLand30-2010. Thirty-seven
URLs from the website were selected and used as the seed URLs of the customized deep web crawler.
A total of 6283 raw geo-tagged web texts were collected at an average speed of 0.58 texts per second.
Among them, 826 raw geo-tagged web texts being consistent with GlobeLand30-2010 in temporal and
spatial dimensions were converted into sample data and were used alone to validate artificial surface
class of GlobeLand30-2010. The average user’s accuracy of 82.2% was achieved. It is close to the user’s
accuracy of 86.7% derived in a formal validation by third-party experts. The experimental results show
that geo-tagged web texts can serve as very useful ancillary data to assist in land cover map validation
and the proposed approach can improve sample data collection efficiency.
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